
FEEL THE SPIRIT OF MEXICO. DISCOVER FIESTA AMERICANA RESORT COLLECTION.



Fiesta Americana Resort Collection represents the finest 

beach hotels that Mexico has to offer. If you’re new to travel 

in Mexico, this is your chance to experience the white 

sand and blue waters that you’ve heard so much about. If 

you’re an experienced traveler, now is the time to discover 

something new, while enjoying the warm hospitality that 

you have grown to love so much. No matter who you are, 

the Fiesta Americana Resort Collection will treat you to the 

Mexico beach vacation you truly crave.

fiestamericanaresorts.com
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fiestamericanaresorts.com  |  1 866 931 AQUA

L I V E  A Q U A 

Live Aqua gives upscale travelers the chance to 
free their minds and forget about the real world, all 
while surrounded by a striking beachfront setting. 
At Live Aqua, it’s all about the way things sound, 
the way they smell, the way they look, the way they 
taste, and the way they feel. Every space reveals a 
new sensation. And every sensation creates a lasting 
impression. Guests enjoy a playful vibe that makes all 
your cares drift away.

| LIVE AQUA CANCÚN ALL INCLUSIVE
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LIVE AQUA CANCÚN ALL INCLUSIVE
ADULTS ONLY

CANCÚN’S MOST STYLISH HOTEL
Discover Live Aqua Cancún on one of the most beautiful beaches 

in all of Mexico. Located just 20 minutes from the Cancún 

International Airport, the hotel offers a playful mix of style, 

sophistication and pure luxury. 

A TREAT FOR ALL YOUR SENSES
The ultimate “see and be seen” experience begins the moment 

you step inside the Live Aqua, and it continues throughout your 

stay, with unlimited indulgences, refined cuisine at several 

gourmet restaurants, sublime spa treatments, unique surprises 

and subtle details. Your senses come to life as you uncover 

something new and unexpected at every turn.  
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LIVE AQUA CANCÚN ALL INCLUSIVE fiestamericanaresorts.com
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fiestamericanaresorts.com  |  1 800 FIESTA 1

G R A N D  F I E S T A  A M E R I C A N A

The Grand Fiesta Americana is a favorite for 
couples and families who want to experience a 
blend of traditional Mexican hospitality together 
with modern style and details that turn any visit into 
an unforgettable beach vacation. The hotels offer 
personal service, upscale amenities, and dramatic 
design on some of Mexico’s most amazing beaches. 

| GRAND FIESTA AMERICANA CORAL BEACH CANCÚN   
| GRAND FIESTA AMERICANA LOS CABOS 
  ALL INCLUSIVE GOLF & SPA
| GRAND FIESTA AMERICANA PUERTO VALLARTA 
  ALL INCLUSIVE ADULTS ONLY
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GRAND FIESTA AMERICANA CORAL BEACH CANCÚN

REFINED BEACH VACATION FOR COUPLES AND 
FAMILIES 
Crowning a hidden stretch of white sand beach, the iconic 

Grand Fiesta Americana Coral Beach Cancún offers 602 

oceanfront suites with a private terrace facing the Caribbean. 

This luxury resort brings together elegance, refinement and 

exclusivity, along with the highest standards of service, making it 

a proud member of Preferred Hotels & Resorts.

EUROPEAN CUISINE AND UNIQUE SPA 
TREATMENTS 
Upscale couples and families appreciate the stylish setting, friendly 

ambiance and amazing pool deck that brings people together for 

a day of fun in the sun. Mealtimes are truly special, with dining 

options ranging from French-Mediterranean to authentic Mexican. 

The hotel effortlessly blends a sophisticated setting with a relaxed 

tropical vibe to give guests the best of both worlds. 

Fun abounds with the fully outfitted, state-of-the-art children’s 

center Coral KidZ Club.  The newly designed space includes 

a comprehensive activity program and features both indoor 

and outdoor themed recreation areas that will spark kids’ 

imaginations while grownups drift away into a blissful state at 

the resort´s world-class 40,000 square foot Gem Spa.

GRAND FIESTA AMERICANA
CORAL BEACH CANCÚN

fiestamericanaresorts.com
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GRAND FIESTA AMERICANA
LOS CABOS ALL INCLUSIVE GOLF & SPA

A LUXURIOUS OASIS WHERE THE DESERT 
MEETS THE SEA
Rising from the white sand beaches at the southernmost tip of 

the peninsula of Baja California, the Grand Fiesta Americana 

Los Cabos All Inclusive Golf & Spa makes the most of nature’s 

perfection with a unique setting that brings together desert, sea 

and sun in spectacular fashion. 

The resort was designed for upscale golfers and travelers who 

desire and appreciate the good life, and delivers with its dramatic 

design, exclusive amenities, and personal service that sets your 

mind at ease and allows you to enjoy a carefree vacation.

A DAY SPA WITH WINE-BASED BODY THERAPIES 
Guests can choose from a variety of gourmet restaurants and 

bars, each with a unique atmosphere that will make you want 

to linger and enjoy some extra time together. A day at Somma 

WineSpa, with wine-based body therapies, will be the perfect 

touch for a memorable experience.

GRAND FIESTA AMERICANA LOS CABOS ALL INCLUSIVE GOLF & SPA fiestamericanaresorts.com
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GRAND FIESTA AMERICANA PUERTO VALLARTA ALL INCLUSIVE ADULTS ONLY 

BLUE OCEAN, GOLDEN BEACHES, 

LUSH MOUNTAINSIDE
Nestled on golden shores between the blue Pacific Ocean and 

the rugged Sierra Madre Mountains, the Grand Fiesta Americana 

Puerto Vallarta All Inclusive Adults Only resort is an ideal 

spot for a vacation getaway. The hotel is minutes from the 

historic downtown district and the world-famous “malecón” 

boardwalk, with a wide range of shops, galleries, unique 

restaurants and nightlife. 

UNLIMITED FOOD, DRINKS AND FUN
The resort is home to the largest convention center in the city. 

There’s also an on-site day spa, relaxing swimming pool and a 

variety of restaurants and bars. 

GRAND FIESTA AMERICANA
PUERTO VALLARTA ALL INCLUSIVE 
ADULTS ONLY 

fiestamericanaresorts.com
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fiestamericanaresorts.com  |  1 800 FIESTA 1

| FIESTA AMERICANA CONDESA CANCÚN 
  ALL INCLUSIVE
| FIESTA AMERICANA COZUMEL ALL INCLUSIVE
| FIESTA AMERICANA PUERTO VALLARTA ALL 
  INCLUSIVE & SPA
| FIESTA AMERICANA VILLAS ACAPULCO
| FIESTA AMERICANA VILLAS CANCÚN

F I E S T A  A M E R I C A N A 

Legendary Mexican hospitality is alive at 
Fiesta Americana hotels, making them the place 
to be for gracious service, family-friendly facilities 
and postcard-worthy beaches that will be the center 
of your vacation fun. At Fiesta Americana, you’ll 
have everything you need for a memorable visit to 
the beach, where family activities, good times and 
a friendly attitude put everyone in the mood for a 
carefree vacation experience.
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FIESTA AMERICANA CONDESA CANCÚN ALL INCLUSIVE

COMFORTABLE ROOMS AND DELICIOUS FOOD
The Fiesta Americana Condesa Cancún All Inclusive is crowned 

by a magnificent thatched-palm “palapa” roof over the entire 

lobby, that instantly sets the stage for your Mexican beach 

vacation. At Fiesta Americana, you can choose from a variety 

of atmospheres and culinary trends – modern Mexican, Italian,  

Asian, North American and, of course, fresh seafood from 

area waters. Enjoy your meals on the beach, in the gardens, 

in intimate restaurants designed to blend with the oceanfront 

setting and tropical ambiance. 

FUN FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY
Kids, teens and the whole family will spend treasured time 

together, playing on the beach, sunning by the pool and relaxing 

in the hotel spa. 

FIESTA AMERICANA 
CONDESA CANCÚN ALL INCLUSIVE

fiestamericanaresorts.com
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ENJOY COZUMEL’S BEST SUNSETS AND 
AMAZING MEALS
Fiesta Americana Cozumel All Inclusive offers the hidden beach 

town getaway you’ve always dreamed of. It is located on the 

largest island in the Mexican Caribbean, close to downtown San 

Miguel and Chankanaab Park.The hotel overlooks a natural coral 

reef, making it the perfect place for scuba-divers, snorkelers 

and anyone who appreciates the natural environment and the 

splendor of the blue Caribbean waters.

Sample the rich cuisine of Mexico, transport yourself to Europe 

with the flavors of Italy, or amaze your palate with offerings from 

the far East. Snacks and refreshing drinks from our bars are 

ready for you to enjoy, any time, day or night.

GOOD TIMES YOUR FAMILY WILL 
REMEMBER FOREVER
Guests can flow from the terrace swimming pool to the open-

air lobby bar, from the coffee bar to the game room, and back 

again, making it easy for everyone in the family to find their 

happy place. 

FIESTA AMERICANA 
COZUMEL ALL INCLUSIVE

FIESTA AMERICANA COZUMEL ALL INCLUSIVE fiestamericanaresorts.com
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FIESTA AMERICANA PUERTO VALLARTA ALL INCLUSIVE & SPA

THE TRUE MEXICO COMES TO LIFE IN STYLE
Fiesta Americana Puerto Vallarta All Inclusive & Spa sits on 

the picturesque shores of “Bahía de Banderas”, one of the 

most beautiful coves in the world, surrounded by the Western 

Sierra Madre Mountains, and bathed in the blue waters of the 

Pacific Ocean. Its excellent location, just 10 minutes from the 

international airport and five minutes from the city center, puts 

you in the center of the action in Puerto Vallarta.

FRESH SEAFOOD, LIVELY BARS AND 
SOOTHING MASSAGES
Guests enjoy an exceptional culinary experience in each of the 

hotel restaurants, where the colors, flavors, and aromas mix to 

delight your palate. Choose from traditional Mexican cuisine, 

gourmet Italian and Mediterranean dishes or fresh Pacific 

Coast seafood. 

At the Fiesta Americana, traditional Mexican spirit is alive and 

well. When it’s time to relax and socialize, head to our three bars, 

with the best local and international drinks, and a casual style 

that Mexico has made so famous. And for a real treat, head to the 

hotel spa for massages and body treatments that will wash your 

cares away. 

FIESTA AMERICANA 
PUERTO VALLARTA ALL INCLUSIVE & SPA

fiestamericanaresorts.com
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FIND OUT WHY ACAPULCO STILL DRAWS A CROWD
Ideally situated in the heart of the Condesa district, where 

restaurants, nightclubs and shopping centers are always 

teeming with excitement, the Fiesta Americana offers easy 

access to all of Acapulco’s legendary attractions. 

DO AS MUCH OR AS LITTLE AS YOU LIKE
Relax by the pool with a tropical cocktail, linger over a romantic 

meal at the hotel’s gourmet Italian restaurant, or sit in the 

shade of a palm tree and just enjoy the view of “Bahía de 

Acapulco”, dotted with soaring seabirds, rocky islands and 

colorful sailboats.

FIESTA AMERICANA VILLAS ACAPULCO

FIESTA AMERICANA VILLAS ACAPULCO fiestamericanaresorts.com
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FIESTA AMERICANA VILLAS CANCÚN

SPACIOUS FAMILY-FRIENDLY COMFORT
Tucked away on a quiet beach sheltered from this resort town’s 

wild side, the Fiesta Americana Villas Cancún still puts the city’s 

top restaurants, nightlife, shops and tours at your doorstep. 

Guests stay in well-equipped villas, with the space and amenities 

you need for a fun and relaxing stay with your family or group 

of friends. 

YOUR HOME IN THE CARIBBEAN 
The resort is laid out like an authentic Mexican village, with 

traditional architecture and a calming atmosphere. It offers fun 

activities for the whole family and kids will love being here. The 

staff offers warm and friendly service, with a warm Mexican 

hospitality that will immediately put you at ease. 

FIESTA AMERICANA VILLAS CANCÚN

fiestamericanaresorts.com
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fiestamericanaresorts.com  |  1 800 FIESTA 1

| THE EXPLOREAN KOHUNLICH 
  BY FIESTA AMERICANA
| THE EXPLOREAN COZUMEL 
  BY FIESTA AMERICANA 

T H E  E X P L O R E A N  B Y 
F I E S T A  A M E R I C A N A 

If you’ve got an adventurous spirit and want to get 
to know Mexico like an insider, The Explorean 
by Fiesta Americana will offer you the perfect 
combination of luxury and excitement. These hotels 
serve as the perfect home base for exploring the 
area beaches, natural attractions, cultural spots and 
recreational opportunities. 

Each day guests venture out on a guided expedition 
to learn about the area and truly experience the 
destination from horseback, kayak, buggy rides, 
bicycle and more, depending on the destination. 
It’s an active vacation that is designed to thrill you 
every day. Even better, guests will be able to truly 
get away from it all without giving up any of the 
comforts and luxuries of an upscale vacation.
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THE EXPLOREAN COZUMEL BY FIESTA AMERICANA

LUXURIOUS BASE CAMP FOR ISLAND ADVENTURE 
Tucked between the ocean and tropical jungle, this adventure 

resort is just a mile from Chankanaab National Park and minutes 

from Mayan ruins, coral reefs, hidden lagoons and the charming 

town square. 

Travelers at The Explorean Cozumel find upscale guest rooms 

housed in two-story jungle “Explorer Bungalows” with private 

balconies opening to the Mayan jungle. Each day brings guided 

expeditions and treks in the ocean, on the beach, around the 

town, and deep into the tropical jungle.

“ROUGING IT” HAS NEVER BEEN 
SO SOPHISTICATED
The Explorean offers exclusive dining options, plus access to all 

the facilities of the adjacent Fiesta Americana. It’s the perfect 

spot for sophisticated travelers to unplug and reconnect with the 

beauty of the real world. 

THE EXPLOREAN COZUMEL 
BY FIESTA AMERICANA

fiestamericanaresorts.com
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THE EXPLOREAN KOHUNLICH BY FIESTA AMERICANA

THE EXPLOREAN KOHUNLICH 
BY FIESTA AMERICANA

TREK DEEP INTO THE MAYAN JUNGLE
Deep in the heart of the ancient Mayan world near Chetumal, 

Quintana Roo, the same state that Cancún is in, The 

Explorean Kohunlich is far from the hustle of the traditional 

tourist path. The rhythm of jungle rules here, as guests take 

a break from the constant buzz of the modern world and get 

back in touch with nature – and themselves.

BECOME ONE WITH NATURE – BUT DO IT 
WITH FLAIR
Daily tours take you off the beaten track to explore hidden 

Mayan ruins, go rappelling, and discover lagoons, exotic 

animals and breathtaking landscapes that remind you 

how amazing our world can be. The intimate, private 

accommodations offer simplicity, harmony with the 

surrounding environment, and just the right amount of luxury. 

fiestamericanaresorts.com



For reservations from the United States 1 800 FIESTA 1

fiestamericanaresorts.com


